
Dear friends and supporters,

The latter half of 2022 has seen significant progress on the Le Quesnoy project and I hope
this newsletter serves to update you on where things are at as we close off the year.  

The Location Based Experiences team at Wētā Workshop are creating the visitor experience at
our venue. Much time and thought has gone into the creative process to make sure that when
the doors open it will be to an exceptional experience. 

The renovation of the mansion house, which will house the visitor experience, has been in full
swing since July. The stately 1890s building is being carefully restored to ensure the past is
honoured while modernising and futureproofing it for its new purpose. 

We are grateful for the generosity and patience of our New Zealand donors, particularly  given
this is a New Zealand project on the other side of the world in France. Their shared vision, to
ensure the liberation of Le Quesnoy and the wider story of New Zealanders in WWI are never
forgotten, is both heartening and humbling. However, we still need others to join them as we
seek the remaining funds required in early 2023. If you are not yet part of our family of funders,
or you know someone who might be interested in being a part of this project of national
importance, please do get in touch.

We are still on track to open for the Rugby World Cup being played in France in September and
October 2023 and we will be in a position early next year to publicise more detail on exact
dates. Next year will mark 100 years since the memorial plaque was unveiled on the huge
ramparts, celebrating the freedom delivered to the people of Le Quesnoy by the New Zealand
Division - by way of a ladder. It will be wonderful to be able to open this special place, 100
years later, in a town that has a unique and abiding friendship with New Zealand.

Thank you for your continued support of our project and my best wishes for the festive season. 
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New Zealand Memorial Museum Trust -  Le Quesnoy
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Restoring a gracious building from another era to be fit for purpose 130 years late, and beyond, is quite
an undertaking. This significant task falls to a Project Control Group based in New Zealand, working in
consort with local Le Quesnoy company Hyperbole Architects and various local contractors. Together,
their goal is to renovate the building, inside and out, to its former glory, ready to house Wētā Workshop's
interactive visitor experience.

In late July, during the European summer, work started on the outside of the building, and then began
indoors shortly thereafter. Once the renovation is complete, the visitor experience will be installed on
the ground and first floors. The unused attic space on the second floor from the building's most recent
incarnation as the Gendarmerie (Police Headquarters) has been recently lined and is destined to
become office space. The building works are running on budget and renovation of the building is due to
be completed by mid-2023, ready for the visitor experience installation process to begin.

The building has a most apt history for the next chapter of its life. The manor house was originally built
by Achille Carlier Snr. as a family home between 1873 and 1892. It was built on the street that would
later be named after him, in recognition of his service as Le Quesnoy's Deputy Mayor and the Conseiller
d’arrondissement (the modern equivalent of a French Member of Parliament). Public service ran in the
family, with his son Achille Carlier Jnr. (born in 1873) becoming Mayor of Le Quesnoy in 1908. It was
during his second term as mayor that the town was occupied by WWI German forces in late 1914.

Archille Carlier Jnr. tried hard to help the townsfolk by providing food supplies. He also protected four
allied soldiers in the local hospital who were seriously injured defending the German invasion and unable
to be moved. The German occupiers not only took the injured soldiers prisoner, but took Carlier and local
doctor Dr Gaston Flament as well. The men were sentenced to death in June 1915 but later had their
sentences converted to hard labour. Carlier was unable to return to Le Quesnoy until the end of the war.

The building has been home to generations of the Carlier family who served the people of Le Quesnoy
through challenging times. It is therefore most fitting that the building will be housing an experience
that will talk to the cost of freedom and the enduring power of friendship. These values were dear to the
Carlier family and the people of Le Quesnoy over 100 years ago, and remain just as significant today.

BUILDING UPDATE

Above, left to right: Scaffolding surrounds the 1890s building to repair the façade and repoint the masonry;
intricate tiling in the foyer of the ground floor will be restored; new windows and door frames have been fitted.
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The experience will tell the story of the
liberation of Le Quesnoy by New Zealand troops
in 1918 and the wider story of New Zealand in
WWI. While details of what is inside are not yet
able to be made public, the experience will have
some 'wow' moments, be thought provoking,
and relevant to the world we live in today. 

Unlike other museums built for the allies on the
Western Front, the New Zealand visitor
experience will be unique in that it is in the
heart of a town. A town with an enduring and
tangible friendship with New Zealand, 

THE VISITOR EXPERIENCE

Wētā Workshop, the creator of the visitor
experience, has recently completed the
schematic design. The experience that is
planned will be both immersive and
emotive.

An intended opening at the end of 2023,
coinciding with the Rugby World Cup
tournament in France, is timed to attract
touring Kiwis utilising their time between
games to see something of France.

While this will be the start of what is
hoped will be a steady stream of New
Zealanders over time, by far the vast
majority of people coming through the
doors are expected to be European. 

The building and what is inside it will
impart a connection with France and New
Zealand from the moment visitors enter. 

FUNDRAISING UPDATE
Fundraising has been a core focus of the
trust, given the commitment to a timeframe
to opening the doors on a fully completed
experience. We are now two thirds of the way
towards our goal and need to raise the
remaining funds in the first months of 2023.
 
We continue to be hugely grateful to our
generous donors who have supported the
project thus far, and are thrilled to welcome
more partners. Our current significant donors
are noted on page 6 of this newsletter. 

We are respectfully asking all our existing
donors and supporters if they are able
consider giving a further donation to help get
us over the line, as we are very nearly there.
Should you, or anyone you know, wish to join
our family of funders by making a donation,
please contact Jenni Giblin. Jenni's email is
jenni@giblingroup.co.nz and her mobile is
027 630 4392.

The website at https://nzmmtlq.nz/donate is
also easy to make a donation through. We are
grateful for any and all donations, regardless
of size. Thank you for thinking of us and
perhaps adding us to your Christmas list of
gifts this year. Your donation will help
provide a legacy for generations to come.
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The company brings together people from a
broad range of disciplines who have worked
together over the years and achieved
excellence in their respective fields.

Sven is one of the design industry’s most
influential and awarded creative and strategic
thinkers in Australasia. He has worked with
clients from large corporates through to new
start-ups and across both public and private
sector organisations. Some examples of the
many brands he has worked on include Air New
Zealand, NZ Post, Kiwi Bank, Real NZ, NZ RSA,
WWI 100, and Auckland War Memorial Museum. 

Sven is excited about working on the brand
identity. "We’re delighted to be working with the
Trust and the amazing team at Wētā Workshop
to bring the vision of the Le Quesnoy
experience to life. It is a remarkable story of
ingenuity and bravery that all Kiwis need to
know about.”

There will be more to come on the outcomes of
the work of Sven&Friends early next year. 

MEET SVEN

What's in a name? Although Shakespeare
might suggest otherwise with his infamous
quote about a rose, the name of the visitor
experience, and the meaning behind it, is
hugely important. With the schematic design
now completed by Wētā Workshop, the time
has finally come to find a name for the visitor
experience, as part of the branding process.

Since the purchase of the property in 2017, the
project has generically been referred to as the
'New Zealand Museum and Visitor Experience in
Le Quesnoy'. That will change next year now
that the branding journey is underway.

Leading the process is Sven Baker. Sven is
well-known in the world of brand and design
having spent almost four decades as an owner,
creative director and CEO of New Zealand’s
pre-eminent brand strategy and design
practice, Designworks. 

Sven has since traded a busy central Auckland
office for life in Hawkes Bay, taking on projects
that appeal through a virtual collective called
'Sven&Friends'. 
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A friendship began on the day of liberation
between the New Zealand soldiers and the local
people which remains today. In 1968 Roderick
was planning to go back to Le Quesnoy for the
50th anniversary of the liberation with other
members of the New Zealand Rifle Brigade who
fought there. Unfortunately, just before he set
off, ill health stopped him from getting there. 

Roderick would have been proud to know that
his granddaughter has kept the memories and
stories of these men alive in her role as the
convenor of the Hamilton branch of the NZ
Society of Genealogists. Christine is one of 20
genealogists who have volunteered to find the
names of the men who were alive in and
around Le Quesnoy in this last week of the war.
This new information is incredibly valuable.

THE 4 NOVEMBER COMMEMORATIONS IN LE QUESNOY

Every year on the 4th of November, the people
of Le Quesnoy commemorate the anniversary
of the liberation of their town by the New
Zealand Division in 1918. 

This year’s commemorations were attended by
RNZAF Wing Commander Gareth Russell and
Major Nigel Gattsche, along with a group of New
Zealanders, the Le Quesnoy mayor, Mme Marie-
Sophie Lesne, and locals. As the band played
the New Zealand anthem at the memorial, local
school children waved lights from the top of the
ramparts to show respect for those soldiers
who "came from the uttermost ends of the
earth" to liberate their town 104 years ago. 

This year, a descendant of one of the soldiers
who was there on the day of liberation in 1918
attended. Christine Barbour's grandfather,
Roderick Dugald Matheson, was with the 1st
Rifles, D Company, 3rd NZRB. He was wounded
on the south-west edge of the town when his
company came under heavy fire from the
German Army. Thankfully Roderick survived. 

Christine found it moving to be there 104 years
later. "I had a feeling of such gratitude for our
WWI soldiers who suffered so much during the
battle to free Le Quesnoy on that cold day on 4
November 1918. It was 7 degrees when we
marched in the official party and so very cold. I
cannot imagine how our men felt without warm
accommodation to return to, as I had."

Above, left to right: Walking through the Le Quesnoy streets lined with French and New Zealand flags; walking
to the ramparts via the arch from the Avenue des Néo Zélandais; the ceremony at the New Zealand memorial.

Left: Christine Barbour is the Hamilton Branch
Convenor of the New Zealand Society of
Genealogists. Right: Christine and Project Manager
Rosaria Campbell looking at progress on the
project's building site.
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OUR SUPPORTERS

FOUNDING PARTNER

Richard Izard, CNZM, OBE

MAJOR PARTNER

Bolton Equities
Lindsay Foundation

SUPPORTING PARTNER

Douglas Charitable Trust
Peter Menzies
Westpac

MAJOR BENEFACTOR

Andrew Barnes 
and Charlotte Lockhart
Joséphine and Ross Green

SUPPORTING BENEFACTOR

Sir Paul Adams, KNZM, CNZM 
and Lady Cheryl Adams
Cliff Cook
Fonterra
Gallagher
Sir Graeme Harrison, KNZM
Hugo Charitable Trust
Peter and Fiona Thompson
Waipā District Council 

SUPPORTING PATRON

Colgan Foundation
Sir Eion Edgar, KNZM and
Lady Jan Edgar
Dame Jenny Gibbs, DNZM
Harcourt Gough 
Hynds Trust
Alexander McKinnon
Rt. Hon. Sir Don McKinnon, ONZ, GCVO, PC
John McKinnon, CNZM, QSO
Matthew McKinnon
Sophie McKinnon
Sir Ralph Norris, KNZM and Lady Pam Norris
Michael Watt, ONZM 
HC Wilkins

ENDORSERS

William Akel
Paul Baines
Hon. John Boscawen
Celia Caughey
Derek and Christine Daniell
Roger Daniell
Tony Didsbury
Peter Diessl, ONZM
Cynthia Dove
Trevor Farmer
Robert and Charlotte Fisher
New Zealand Freemasons
Colin Gibbons
Sir Colin Giltrap, KNZM 
and Lady Jennifer Giltrap
Great North
Peter Hanson
Hastings District Council
Hopper Developments
Alan Hughes
Neil Ingram

The charitable status of the trust ensures all donations are tax deductible until 31 March 2025. 
To make a donation go to our website: https://nzmmtlq.nz/donate or bank transfer using the following instructions:

 Account name: New Zealand Memorial Museum Trust - Le Quesnoy
Account number: 03 - 1509 -0097188 - 000

Reference: Your first and last name
 

To discuss a possible donation please contact Jenni Giblin: jenni@giblingroup.co.nz or ph: +64 27 630 4392

David Jarman
Bryan Johnson, ONZM
Lydia Maclean
EB Milton
Ministry of Foreign Affairs and Trade
Daniel Nakhle
David and Ann Old
Palmerston North City Council
Helen Pollock, ONZM
Rockfield Trust
Russell Family
Simpson Grierson
H & T Sturgess Charitable Trust
Tararua District Council
Thames Coromandel District Council
Timaru District Council
Sir Peter Vella, KNZM
Whanganui District Council 
Sir David Williams, KNZM, KC
Philippa Williams
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OUR TEAM

PATRON
Rt. Hon. Helen Clark, ONZ, SSI, PC

VICE PATRON
Mark Averill

TRUSTEES
Rt. Hon. Sir Donald McKinnon, ONZ, GCVO, PC (Chair)
Bruce Bernacchi
Jude Dobson
Major Mark Hall (retd) ED (Deputy Chair)
Rt. Hon. Sir Lockwood Smith, KNZM, PhD

STRATEGIC ADVISORS
Pierre Bourgeois
Celia Caughey
Andrew Collow
Robert Hanson
Peter McKinnon
Greg McManus
Dr Nathalie Philippe
Kerry Underhill

New Zealand Memorial Museum Trust - Le Quesnoy
PO Box 90345, Auckland 1143, New Zealand 

 
Email: info@nzmmtlq.nz    Website: www.nzmmtlq.nz

 
Charities Commission Number: CC54965

PROJECT CONTROL GROUP CHAIR
Luke van Velthooven

TRUST EXECUTIVE 
Rosaria Campbell - Project Manager 
Jenni Giblin - Fundraiser  

FOUNDER 
Herb Farrant, FNZIOB

FRIENDS EMERITUS  
Rt. Hon. Sir Anand Satyanand, GNZM, QSO KStJ
Rt. Hon. Lt. Gen. Sir Jerry Mateparae, GNZM, QSO, KS
Dame Jenny Gibbs, DNZM
Colin Averill
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